Abstract: The occurrence of electric energy losses is connected with the energy production, transmission and distribution processes. The proper computing of electric energ losses is one of the most complex problems in power distribution system analysis, demanding consideration of many factors. The accessibility and credibility of data used in calculations is of the greatest *mportance here. The carefbl analysis of system losses is desirable in this respect. Balance losses ( f i b ) are calculated as a difference between energy supplied to the network and energy recoTded as sold to consumers or transferred into other distribution areas (Fig. 1) .
I. ~O D U~O N
Electric energy losses occurring in electric power networks are essential element of every power utility balance. In Polish conditions they reach a dozen or so per cent, in extreme cases they may gain several dozen per cent the whole energy flowing through all network levels L i m i t i n g of energy losses costs occurring in distribution power networks is the potential source of significant savings. The fundamental problem is coned estimation of different kinds of energy losses taking place in distribution networks. The results and the precision of electric energy loss calculation depend mainly on types and the qualily of available input data Energy losses in municipal distribution power networks are being considered in this paper. In Poland they deliver en= to living, commerce, service and industry consumers situated in the urban areas. 
n. CLASSIFICATION OF ENERGY LOSSES
From the point of view of a distribution utility it is usell to introduce a division of electric energy losses into:
balance, technical, and trade losses.
Balance losses ( f i b ) are calculated as a difference between energy supplied to the network and energy recoTded as sold to consumers or transferred into other distribution areas (Fig. 1) where:
CI
-unit electric energy losses in 1 --phase meters, nl -the number of 1 -phase meters installed, c3 -unit electric energy losses in 3 -phase meters, n3 -the number of 3 -phase meters installed.
N. THE SIMPLIFIED NETWORK MODEL FOR ELECTRIC

ENERGY LOSSES CALCULATIONS
Load-flow studies in radially operated distribution networks are relatively simple. The main difficulties result fiom the high number of load points and very limited information on individual points. Usually, the periodic energy consumption at low voltage is only known.
The exemplary segment of an urban distribution low voltage network is being considered (Fig. 2) Rz -equivalent resistance of all feeder lines, by which power losses in equivalent circuits are equal, Iq-equivalent load current.
Having the information about the value of the electric energy consumed by individual consumers connected to receiving buses (par example on the basis of meters registration) and having the knowledge about the amount of electric energy flowing through the distribution transformer, it is possible to calculate load currents in individual feeder lines, depending on transformer load current, as follows:
where:
-the equivalent load current flowing thtough k-rh feeder line, 1~~ -transformer load current, ak -the ratio of k-rh maximal equivalent current to transformer load current, while: -the equivalent load current IT, -the transformer load current.
-number of consumers fed by k-th feeder line,
-number of all consumers fed by given distribution substation,
-average consumption of electric e n w for consumers fed by given transformer substation, -electric energy flowing through the distribution substation.
Because of significant shortage of data and measurements in municipal distribution electric energy low voltage networks the electric energy losses estimation process in those networks is led in conditions of limited access to information. The informaton limit concems individual feeder lines and receiving buses loads and the value of electric energy consumed by specified consumm groups, as well as the technical data of distribution low voltage network elements [5].
The considerations above lead to the conclusion that all the quantities appearing in (3) f (13) are uncertain numbers, One of the ways of fuzzy quantity descriptions is to show them in the form of triangle type numbers. In this case to every quantity, one real value may be assigned. As a rule, the assigned value is not known or is known approximately. However, it is possible to specify the number range, in which the number may be situated with enough certainty for practical aims. During the ranges limits estimation it is possible to use both available information about average values of quantities considered, and producers catalogue data The important source of the information may be also the experience and the practice of the technical personnel 
W. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
coscp, kT
In order to test the proposed method for energy losses calculations an example based on a I.eal municipal distribution low voltage network was performed.
The exemplary w e n t fed by one distribution transformer of 1510.4 kV and 400 kVA rating is considered (Fig. 4) To visually display the results of the study the plots of membership function for estimated energy losses were drawn. Fig. 5 presents the graphic image of the fuzziness of the electric energy losses in the considered fragment of distribution network. 
